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Abstract
In the era of big data-driven services, enterprises and organizations
require seeking high performance and storage systems that can store
and process a high volume of heterogeneous data to extract useful
insights. Cloud computing provides the required software, platforms,
and infrastructures. However, the security of outsourced data
presents the main concern. This paper focuses on big data security
requirements and modeling. A conceptual extension of i* is proposed
and the big data security requirements are generally modeled using
our i* model extension.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, data-driven services-based enterprises and organizations need to collect, manage, store, analyze, and
visualize large volume of heterogeneous data to extract useful information and insights for decision making in their
businesses. Therefore, traditional storage and processing tools cannot deal with these data called big data. The “3V”,
Volume, Variety, and Velocity characterize the Big data [Mark&all12]. The Volume refers to large data with size in the
range of Zettabytes. These data can be structured, semi-structured, and unstructured and with a different format, that
what denoted by Variety. Velocity presents the speed of data generation, processing, etc.
Other V’s are added such as Value, Veracity, Viability, and Complexity. Value presents the insight that can be
extracted from these large data. Veracity refers to data quality. Since data are generating and collecting from various
sources and with a different format, cleaning, linking, and transforming data into the required format before processing
phase is needed. This process describes big data Complexity.
These enterprises require infrastructures, software, and platforms that can support big data Vs. They need the process
and analysis efficiency of these data at any time [Kimball&Ross13]. The Cloud computing environment provides these
requirements. Several big data technologies are available as a service in the Cloud but how to ensure the security of the
outsourced data and processing becomes one of the main challenges. For the proposal of a security approach for big
data outsourced in a Cloud environment, it is important to identify its security requirements and possible threats in each
phase of the big data life cycle in the Cloud environment.
Security requirements engineering continue to develop and provide techniques, methods, and modeling languages
framework for tackling this part in the information systems and software development process. For requirements
modeling, various languages are proposing by researchers. There are Domain Specific Modeling Languages DSML that
model only given domain and General Purpose Modeling Language GPML that is proposed to model any domain
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[Gonçalves&all18]. i* is the widely used GPML by the research community [Gonçalves&all18]. It supports extension
to model requirements for specific domains such as the Internet of Things, big data, security, etc. In the literature, big
data security requirements are generally modeling as quality requirements [Arruda&Madhavji18] despite its important
impact on decision making and service trust. Therefore, security requirements should be mapped to functional
requirements to avoid the security impact that can big data outsourcing projects suffer from.
This paper is about big data security requirements and their modeling. It presents the big data life cycle phases, main
Cloud services security threats, main issues and security requirements of outsourcing big data in a Cloud environment,
and enhanced security solutions. To model security requirements for the Cloud-assisted big data, a conceptual extension
to i* model is proposed and a general model for big data security requirements are generating using our i* extension.
An Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR) example is proposed to illustrate big data security requirement modeling using
our proposed i* extension.

2 State of the art
In this section, we describe briefly the big data life cycle, security requirement engineering, Cloud services threats, and
big data security requirements that are related to our work.
2.1

Big Data Life Cycle

The big data life cycle can be divided into five phases as shown in Fig1. In each phase, multiple steps are involved.
Data generation is the first phase of big data cycle where data are generated continuously from various distributed data
sources. Such data sources include social media, connected devices, sensors, etc. These data are then collected,
transmitted, and pre-processed. These three steps form the second big data life cycle. In the collection step, various
collection tools and techniques are used such as Log files, sensory data using sensors nodes, etc. The collected raw data
are then transferring to distributed data storage infrastructures. Since data are collecting from various sources, the
datasets may contain redundant data, uncertain data, noise, etc. They must pre-process to ensure the accuracy of data
and trustworthiness of processing results. The pre-processing phase comprises integration, cleaning, and deduplication
of datasets. In the integration step, various data are combined and transformed into the same format to provide unique
data view to the user. The cleaning step addresses incomplete, meaningless, and uncertain data to ensure data
consistency and deduplication eliminates the redundant data to save storage space and gain in processing performance.
Data storage phase refers to the process of storing and managing datasets in distributed storage infrastructures based on
various data management techniques. Various analytical methods are applied to the stored data to derive meaningful
information in the analysis phase [Chen&all14]. The result of the analysis phase will be visualized to end-user using
various tools and interfaces.
In order to secure big data in the Cloud, it is important to identify security requirements within these phases.
Therefore, a security requirement engineering process must be carried out with requirement engineering steps for big
data services projects in each big data lifecycle phase.

Figure 1 Big Data Life Cycle
2.2

Security Requirement Engineering

Recently, an increasing part of enterprises and organizations use big data to extract insights and improve their decisions.
Sensitive data are outsourcing for storage and processing in an external environment such as the Cloud to benefit from
its platform, software, and infrastructure distributed as services. Cloud offers various services that can deal with big data
characteristics. These services are developed taking into consideration the requirements of consumers and clients such as
large storage, management of unstructured data, etc. in the requirement engineering process. However, security
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requirement selection and modeling are needed in the early stage as functional requirements to ensure the privacy and
security of consumers and client’s data, and the quality or correctness of the processing and mining results. In the
literature, security requirement engineering proposals are divided into approaches that use an off-the-shelve framework
such as UML, i*, and KAOS to model the security requirements and approaches that enhance existing requirement
engineering frameworks with security constructs [Giorgini&all05]. Requirement modeling is carried out in the elicitation
phase using a modeling framework. In this paper, we use the i* because it is the very used modeling language by
academic research as it is extensible [Gonçalves&all18]. It is a goal-oriented requirement engineering method that has
been proposed in [Yu&Eric95]. i* focuses on actors and provides an answer to “WHO” and “WHY” questions to model
requirements at the early and late phase of software development based on the dependency relationships among actors. It
has two models basing on dependencies between actors: Strategic Dependency (SD) model and Strategic Rationale (SR)
model. SR model represents a network model of dependencies between actors. There are nodes that represent actors and
links between them where each link map out one dependency between two actors to accomplish a goal. An actor can be
an agent or a role. SR model used to describe how each actor will achieve the goal [Yu&Eric95]. There are four types of
elements in this language: goal, softgoal, resource, and task with its dependencies.
2.3

Cloud Services Security Threats

With the development of Cloud computing technologies, organizations and enterprises big data problems are
transformed to services by using the Cloud delivered resources such as computing and storage. However, Cloud
computing technologies proposed for big data are often developing without taking into consideration the security
concerns [Madhvaraj&Manjaiah16]. According to Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [Alliance13], there are nine critical
threats to Cloud security that must contemplate when proposing new architectures in Cloud. These security threats and
their relevance are presenting in Fig .2. Therefore, any security proposal approaches for big data architectures deployed
in a Cloud environment must consider Cloud security threats and Cloud security requirements. These threats are briefly
describing as follows [Alliance13, Mahajan15]:
Data Breaches : The multi-tenancy allows the Cloud to share the same infrastructure to multiple users. Thus, any
breaches of this infrastructure will expose all data users.
Data Loss : Enterprises and organizations such as healthcare organization outsource their data to the Cloud to
improve low cost and high efficiency and availability [Belle&all15]. However, the Cloud services and infrastructures are
in exposure to attacks such as phishing attacks, spoofing attacks, malicious insider attacks, that makes user sensitive data
into loss risk.
I n s e c u r e I n t e r f a c e a n d A P I s : APIs are used by the Cloud users to manage their data and communicate with
the Cloud service provider. Therefore, any security vulnerabilities in these interfaces can lead to unauthorized access to
the user application.
M a l i c i o u s I n s i d e r s : Malicious insider relies on a user that have rights to access data, manage them, or to access
Cloud resources but abuse his position for its personal gain, and corrupt or reap sensitive data what makes it an attractive
opportunity for adversaries.
S e r v i c e T r a f f i c H i j a c k i n g : is a kind of threats where a Cloud user account is hijacking, or his credentials are
accessing and reusing by an attacker or unauthorized user. Then, this attacker can manipulate user data, access and steal
confidential information, return faulty data to the client or redirect them to wrong sites.
M i s u s e o f C l o u d S e r v i c e s : The abuse or misuse of Cloud services threats relies on a malicious client of Cloud
services that may avail from the computing power of Cloud servers to distribute malicious software, abuse virtual
machines, or stage a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.
S h a r e d T e c h n o l o g y V u l n e r a b i l i t i e s : Shared and multi-tenancy of Cloud software, infrastructure, and
platforms with no isolation may allow a Cloud user to impact other tenants.
D e n i a l o f S e r v i c e : Attackers in the case of denial of service attacks will attempt the availability of resources and
prevent the Cloud user from being access to their data or services by allocating all the available resources or cause slow
access to services by using many Cloud resources.
I n s u f f i c i e n t D u e D i l i g e n c e : Various companies and organizations outsource their business into the Cloud
without taking into consideration the Cloud risk and without a complete understanding of Cloud computing service.
Thus, these organizations will be found with various issues.

Figure 2 Cloud Security Threats with their Relevance [Alliance13]
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B i g D a t a S e c u r i t y R e q u i r e me n t s

Big Data Vs make their storage and analysis using traditional systems and technologies complex. These Vs bring up
various challenges and issues where security presents the most important. The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) has
identified the main security and privacy challenges that must be considered in big data application [CSA13]. Table 1
describes the main big data challenges and issues created by Volume, Variety, Velocity, and Veracity.
Table 1: Issues and Security Challenges by Big Data Vs
V
Issue
Volume Distributed storage
Distributed processing nodes
Analytical skills

Variety

Data access

Velocity Information sharing

Veracity Fine database performance
Quality improvement

Security challenge
Security challenge identifier
Cryptographically enforced data
C1
centric security
Secure transaction logs
C2
Real-time security monitoring
C3
Secure computation
C4
Granular access control
C5
Security for non-relational data stores C6
Data provenance
C7
Granular audit
C8
Scalable privacy-preserving data
C9
mining and analytics
End point input validation/filtering C10
Cryptographically enforced data
centric security

For each security requirement, there are possible enhanced techniques that can be used. These techniques are desired
solutions that must be improved in the real-world big data application where taking into consideration the efficiency and
performance of the application. Table 2 presents the enhanced security techniques for each big data security challenges
and possible threats. The identified threats need to be modeling in the security requirement elicitation phase in order to
correctly specify the enhanced techniques that satisfy the security requirement goals.

3

Literature Revi ew

In recent years, agents and goal-based modeling-oriented approaches are emerged in the security requirements
engendering. However, few are considered big data security requirements modeling. In the following, we discuss some
previous works in the literature focusing in the proposed models for big data security requirements.
In [Jutla&al13], the authors proposed privacy extensions to UML use case diagrams representing needed big data
privacy services to help software engineers to learn about privacy requirements in the analysis phase. These extensions
are implemented in Visual Studio as MS Visio extensions. A prototype in healthcare domain is presented to show how to
use these extensions to model the privacy requirements and improve their utility. This proposal helps to include the user
privacy choice during creation and generation of the big data application. However, it is not useful for including user
security requirements after software creation.
In [Eunjung&all18], the authors propose an extended reference model called IRIS-Reference model (RM) for
requirements of big data analytics by adding security and privacy as non-functional requirements. It contributes to
provide theorical foundations of big data analytics requirements in terms of efficient management of three big data Vs:
Volume, Value, and Velocity.
In [Alshboul&all15], a security threat model is presented by integrating big data life cycle, security threats and
attacks using a block representation. This model can conduct research in big data security and provide a clear foundation
for research to secure big data. However, the model is not implemented, and no use case is presented by the paper.
In [Moreno&all18], authors proposed a security reference architecture for big data using UML models trying to ease
security big data implementations and allowing to apply security patterns in order to secure final big data systems. This
work presents clearly specified relationships between components.
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All cited works consider big data security requirement as enhanced features in the creation process of the big data
applications and services. However, security requirement modeling for end-users such as enterprises and organizations
that intend to outsource its big data storage and processing on existing Cloud-big data services is needed. Furthermore,
threats need to be modeled within security requirements to improve elicitation phase. In this paper, we propose a
conceptual extension to i* modeling language in order to support big data security requirement modeling for end-users.
Table 2: Possible Threats and Security Techniques for Big Data Security Challenges
Security challenge identifier Possible threat
C1
Infer sensitive
information
Data loss, Data
breaches
C2
C3

C4

C5

C6
C7

C8
C9

C10

4

Enhanced security technique
Encryption techniques supporting
search over encrypted data
Attribute-based encryption
Signatures schemes
Fully-Homomorphic Encryption
Collusion
Policy-based encryption
Data poisoning
Trusted hardware
Exploiting software Tamper-proof software
vulnerabilities
Cryptographic protocols
Infer sensitive
Cryptographic protocols
computation result
Unsecure computing Homomorphic encryption
nodes
Trusted hardware
Man-in-the-middle Authentication
attacks
Authorization
Traffic hijacking
Leveled granularity of access
Man-in-the-middle Encrypt data at rest
attacks
Secure communication
Insider threats
Authentication, Authorization,
Inconsistent data
System-based Access control
Cryptography-based access control
Integrity verification schemes
Unauthorized access Periodic audit
to audit information Integrity of audit information
Data leakage
Differential-privacy based techniques
Insider threat
Policy-based access control to data
Exploiting
storage
vulnerabilities of
Encryption schemes,
software/hardware authorization techniques
Untrusted nodes
Access control
Data poisoning
Secure log techniques
Man-in-the-middle
attacks
Compromised data Cryptographic protocols
Fake devices
Tamper-proof software

Big Data Secu rity Requirements Mod eling

In this section, the security requirements of big data application in Cloud were modeling using i* model. In our model, we
use the same components of the big data reference architecture proposed by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) which have received the consensus of the scientific community [NIST17]. Thus, the actors who
appear in our model are the NIST components. These components are:
System orchestrator: It is the component that identifies and integrates the different requirements into the ecosystem.
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Data provider: This component provides the required data to the big data application system by using interfaces
between data sources and big data application.
Big data application provider: It provides a set of services along the big data life cycle to maintain the requirements
specified by the system orchestrator.
Big data framework provider: This component presents the environment implementation of the big data application
by providing platforms, infrastructures, and processing nodes.
Data consumer: It is the component that interacts within the end-user by providing interfaces.
The proposed modeling language presented by i* provides a notation to model actors as agent or role. Actors achieved
goals basing on its own resources furnished and tasks to be performed or on other actor goals, resources, and tasks.
However, i* notation does not provide explicit modeling for concepts such as threat, malicious actor, and characteristics
that can have a resource and impacts goal achieving or task performing. Therefore, we propose some extensions to the i*
concept notations to provide conceptual modeling and identifying big data security requirements in a Cloud environment.
4.1

Concepts added to i*

In this subsection, we present the needs of i* extension to model the big data security requirements. The big data security
requirement elicitation requires not only to identify the security requirements but also to consider big data characteristics.
Therefore, big data security requirement engineering needs to respond to the ‘how to’ while taking big data characteristics
into account. In addition, i* models do not provide a case where an actor is malicious and want to achieve a malicious
goal. To address big data characteristics and possible threats while modeling the security requirement of Cloud-assisted
big data systems projects, we choose to add malicious actor, malicious goal, threat, and characteristic concepts. Table 3
presents the added concepts and their notations.
Table 3: Extension Concepts and Notations
Concept
Malicious actor

Notation
Malicious
actor

Malicious goal
Threat
goal

Threat
Threat

Characteristic

Characterization link

4.2

Characteristic

Is

Description
This element is used to describe an actor
that can make malicious threats and tasks
This element is used to describe a security
threat goal that intends to be achieved by a
malicious actor and that interferes with the
achievement of the normal actor goals.
This element indicates that the task to be
performed can lead to achieve a threat goal.
It can be un intentional our unintentional.
This element is used to presents
characteristic that can describe a resource
This element presents a contribution link to
describe a resource

B i g d a t a s e c u r i t y r e q u i r e me n t mo d e l i n g u s i n g o u r i * e x t e n s i o n

Figure 3 presents the SD model. In this model, the main relationship between actors is defined. In addition to the main
requirement of our proposed model (security), there is a goal named “Execution”. This goal is integrated in order to
respect the general modeling of big data applications as it has other requirements that can be integrated within security
requirements. In this figure, actors need the goal “execution” of big data application while depending on security goal that
must be achieved by system orchestrator and does not specify what is the main characteristics of the data to be secured
such as its Volume and its format. Therefore, the goal will be failed if the security approach choosing by the system
orchestrator does not support data characteristics. The “Execution” goal is described in SR model where concepts added to
i* are inserted and the security requirements C4, C5, and C7 are presented as shown in Fig 4. In this figure, we have
presented only three challenges, but it can be extended to present the whole security requirements.
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Figure 3 Strategic Dependency Model for Big Data Application Security Requirements
The “Using application” task presented between Data consumer and big data application provider presents a task that can
be changed according to the purpose use of the big data application. In this figure, actors depend on the system
orchestrator for the goal of their resource security. Big data framework provider depends on the system orchestrator to
achieve the goal of “provide a secure cluster” to the Big data framework service. The big data framework provider
depends on the system orchestrator to “run the function” using data provided by data provider in a secure manner. In the
same time, a malicious insider user attempt to achieve a malicious goal “threat exploit”
basing on
intentional/unintentional threat to break user’s data. Basing on data characteristics and possible insider threat, system
orchestrator needs to provide the security technique that leads big data application provider to run processing functions on
data while ensuring their security from malicious insider users.
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Figure 4 Strategic Rationale Model for Big Data Application Security Requirements
Basing on the modeling sequence of extending i* language presented in [Mussabacher&all14], we extend the recent
publishing meta-model presented in [Dalpiaz&all16] to show our extension to the i* model. Figure 5 presents our
extensions in red. In this meta-model, we add malicious actor, characteristic, and threat concepts. Malicious actor
presents an actor that wants to achieve a malicious goal “threat” in the system. We add characteristic to describe specific
concepts that characterize resource to be used to achieve a goal. For example, big data collected from social network are
used in the mining process to extract useful information, but they include sensitive data to be secured from unauthorized
access. These data are unstructured, generated with high velocity, and with high volume. Unstructured, high velocity and
high volume are characteristics of big data to be used and to have secured. Quality differs from the characteristic concept
as is presents the desired level of goal achievement such as performance, limited time, etc.

5

Evaluation

To evaluate the model, a use case study in a particular domain is needed. The first step of evaluation is to identify the
main security requirements for the big data application according to the security level of the data and processing. Then,
the generic Strategic Dependency model and Strategic Rationale model can be generated and validated by the big data
application provider. In this section, our i* extension has been evaluated through an illustrative example.
5.1

Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR)

Large amounts of healthcare data are generated continuously, stored, and analyzed by healthcare providers to improve
efficiency and to reduce healthcare cost [Belle&all15]. In our example, the big data EHR system consists of the
following actors:
• Patient: is a data provider who needs healthcare.
• Medical center : is a big data framework provider that collects, stores, and analyzes EHR for data consumers.
• Care provider or doctor: is the data consumer that receives information about the patient in order to provide
him the appropriate treatment.
• Healthcare Cloud computing provider: is a big data application provider that presents storage and processing
services for a medical center.
• System orchestrator: It is the component that identifies and integrates the different requirements into the
ecosystem provided to the medical center.
Figure 6 presents a hybrid SD/SR model that illustrates the security requirements for outsourcing big data EHR to a
Cloud environment basing on the NIST reference architecture. In this model, we present only one threat, but it can be
extended to present more.
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Figure 5 Our Extended i* Meta-Model

Figure 6 Strategic Dependency/Rationale Model for EHR Big Data Security Requirements Example
5.2

Discussion

Figure 6 presents the following elements :
The model presents a medical center that collects big EHR from patients, analyze them to help doctor for deciding to
patients an appropriate treatment. By our extension, we understand that EHR are unstructured and with large size.
Therefore, system orchestrator must achieve “security” goal by choosing security techniques that support these
characteristics with high performance and low cost. In addition, it must consider that a malicious insider in the Cloudbased big data framework wants to “infer sensitive information” from analyzed data. As a result, the orchestrator can
decide to select more appropriate encryption scheme that ensure the processing of data in encrypting formats (such as
homomorphic encryption) or the use of secure hardware to store or process data (such as trusted platform module TPM),
basing on overall response time that the medical center usually used to response doctors and cost that can support. The
cost and performance are not considered in this paper because it relies on the main functional requirement modeling
process of service outsourcing. Also, access control methods can be used to ensure that only trusted, authenticated, and
authorized Cloud server basing on a trust evaluation of the cluster Cloud servers are used by big data framework
provider.

6

Conclusion

Today, big data-based projects and Cloud-based platforms and tools are investing in enterprises businesses process hoping
to achieve competitive advantages. Various issues and challenges are created by big data characteristics.
However, big data security and privacy present the main concern. In this paper, we have presented the big data life cycle,
main security threats of Cloud services, the main issues and security challenges that big data characteristics create. For
each challenge and possible threats, we have identified the enhanced techniques that can be adapted to secure big data in
the Cloud environment. A model to big data security requirement is proposed. To model these security requirements, we
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propose a conceptual extension to i* notation. This extension considers big data characteristics and presence of malicious
goal by malicious actors in Cloud-based big data storage and processing to ensure proper elicitation of security
requirements. The big data security requirements are modeled using our extended i*. The Strategic Dependency model is
created to present the identified security requirements based on NIST reference big data architecture components. The
Strategic Dependency model has been developed to a Strategic Rationale model where notation added by our extension is
used. A meta-model for our i* extension is presented. To illustrate our model, we present an EHR big data example.
As a complement to this work, the rest steps of i* extension modeling sequence will be addressed, and rest phases of
security requirement engineering process will be completed.
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